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World class researchers groomed at CPUT

CPUT is the most reasonably priced in the Western Cape
over upfront payments have
dominated news headlines, but
Acting Registrar, Nikile Ntsababa,
says the majority of students can
afford their place at CPUT and
paid up without complaint. Those
who are needy and performing
well academically are assisted by

Ongoing discussions between
CPUT management and students

the University through the Credit
Management Unit (CMU).
The fact that current enrolment
figures are on par with 2011
and haven’t taken a dip, despite
certain student’s insistence that
the increase is unreasonable,

further strengthens his point.
Ntsababa added that students
will benefit from the cash injection
as Council has set aside millions
to be funneled back to student
services. Last year, the Institution
paid around R4.5 million to install
wireless internet connections
across some of the Universityowned residences.

CPUT is pushing the
boundaries of research
and innovation and the
South African government
is taking note.

Growing
Research
Page 3

Their vote of confidence comes
with a substantial investment of
R5million in CPUT, through the
South African Research Chairs
Initiative (SARChI).

“CPUT is one of the
few institutions who
negotiate fees with
students.”
The Institution also boasts top
of the range IT centres, which
are heavily relied on by students
who do not have personal
computer access. These perks,
coupled with reasonable fees
and industry-recognised staff, are
just a few of the many reasons
tens of thousands of matriculants
apply for a coveted spot in our
programmes each year.

AFFORDABLE: CPUT offers the best value for
money for struggling students.

A flagship initiative of the
Department of Science and
Technology (DST), the University
has been given the go-ahead

Continues on page 3

Deputy-Vice Chancellor
Research, Technology, Innovation
and Partnerships, Dr Chris
Nhlapo says the awarding of
two Chairs is a milestone for
the University and will add
momentum to our
research activities.
“If we want to transform CPUT
into a research intensive

UPCOMING EVENTS

institution, then the Chairs are
one of the strategies we must
follow,” says Dr Nhlapo.

SKILLED

The Chairs are also expected to
drastically increase the number of
research outputs, such as journal
articles and books, which are
the lifeblood of higher education
institutions.

Need for
speed
Page 5

This year, CPUT is one of three
universities of technology to
be awarded Chairs. Central
University of Technology and the
Durban University of Technology
will also participate in
the programme.
The Chair in Education will
explore how teacher education
can contribute to quality
schooling in South Africa.

MILESTONE: Research activities have received a welcome boost with
the awarding of the coveted Research Chairs. One of the Chairs will
focus on education.

A variety of factors are pertinent
here, including tracking graduates

Thanks to CPUT’s solid
reputation as a provider
of skilled staff, this
year’s 6555 graduates
will be going into the
working world practically
guaranteed a job.

Hard work
pays off
Page 4

SARChI is designed to attract
and retain skilled researchers in
the higher education sector and
produce the next generation of
world-class researchers in
South Africa.

This initiative is sought after in the
higher education sector and this
year the DST received over 400
applications from 22 universities.
Despite the huge demand,
only 60 Research Chairs
were awarded.

CPUT staff
score 20%
off at Hotel
School
Page 7

PATH TO SUCCESS

High teaching standards, a fullproof curriculum and an array
of impressive student support
systems sees CPUT churn out

But what sets CPUT graduates
apart from the rest is that each
is work-ready and can hit the
ground running once employed.
Thanks to the university’s
compulsory Work Integrated
Learning Programme, all students
complete 3 to 12 months hands
on training in industry.

Manager of Co-Operative
Education Fundiswa Nofemela
says the programme is such
a success that a number of
graduates secure employment
at the places where they are
completing their internships
before they graduate.

SKILLS
“The main reason our graduates
are employed is because they

RESEARCHER: Dr Chris Nhlapo
in their place of work, analysing
teacher education curricula,
investigating student teacher
experiences, and linking models
of teacher education to
learner outcomes.

Float in style
Page 5

CPUT’s unique offering of courses
also gives our graduates that
extra edge like in the Informatics
and Design (FID) faculty which
is the only one of its kind in the
country.

“The main reason our
graduates are employed
is because they have oneyear experience in their
pocket by the time they
leave university.”

Not only did CPUT receive an
honourable mention for their out
of the ordinary stand but many of
the exhibitors showcasing their
own work were our graduates.

Know your
status
Page 7

STRIKING: The CPUT stand at the annual
Design Indaba was a show stopper.
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15 - 16 March

23 March

2 - 3 April

16 - 21 April

24 April

22 - 26 April

17 - 19 May

22 - 23 May

23 - 25 May

28 May

Faculty of
Business
Achievers Dinner
Awards

Professorial
Inaugurations

Opening of
Wellington Tennis
Courts

20th Domestic
Use of Energy
Conference

Autumn
Graduation

Induction for
new staff
members

Departmental
Leadership
Training

Open Day

Co-Operative
Education
Indaba

New Product
Development
Course

Blackboard
Training
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CURRICULUM 2020
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Revamping and replacing current courses

WIL special
feature
Page 2

The Curriculum 2020 Project
will see the university revamp its
curriculum and replace current
BTech, MTech and DTech
qualifications with advanced
diplomas, postgraduate
diplomas, Masters and Doctoral
degrees over the next few years.
This move towards curricula
renewal is being pushed by the
Department of Higher Education
and Training who in 2007
tabled the Higher Education
Qualifications Framework (HEQF)
which outlines the qualifications
universities can offer. In 2011
this framework was adjusted,
giving Universities of Technology
the opportunity to renew their
curricula.
This huge task is facilitated by the
Curriculum Officers Forum, which
consist of Curriculum Officers
appointed in each department.
This group is being guided by the
Curriculum Development Unit of
the university’s Fundani Centre for
Higher Education Development.
Marianne Bester, who is at the
helm of this project says the
revamp of current curricula is an
intense and time-consuming task,
but one that is vital for the future
of the university and its students.

generic capabilities needed
for life in the 21st century
CPUT needs forward-looking,
coherent curricula underpinned
by disciplinary knowledge
and related to appropriate
professional and occupational
practice that will inspire students
to achieve at the highest level,”
says Bester.

curriculum design teams to
engage with various stakeholders
to determine their needs and
to look at new developments in
industry.

“If students at CPUT are to gain
the disciplinary knowledge,
practice-based skills and

Curriculum Officers are currently
working closely with heads of
academic departments and

According to the HEQF
students will take slightly longer
to progress to postgraduate

“This is just the
beginning of a wave of
changes that will take
place at CPUT”

26 June

28 June

29 June

23 July

Joint International
Conference on
Science and
Technology

Service Learning
Partnership
Summit

End of second
term

Start of third term

Gifts Galore
Page 6
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CPUT Host
Top Rugby
Squad
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RESEARCH PAYS OFF

STUDENT NEEDS
With the Shuttle designed to
improve the quality of student
life at the university, proposed
operating hours have been
designed to match the schedule
to student needs.

While the main clients of
the shuttle will be students,
authorized visitors of CPUT

“The shuttle will run 7
days a week including
public holidays”

involved in the academic,
sporting, cultural and social
activities at the university will
also be able to make use of the
service.
The cost is a mere R50 a month,
which will be included in the
registration fee of students.

AFFORDABLE
The upfront payment will limit the
out-of pocket costs for students,
who will gain access to the

shuttle with their student card.

Golden Arrow
report
Page 3

Widely grown in South Africa and
other parts of the continent, the
bambara nut is underutilised and
sold in its raw form as a health
snack.

The introduction of a shuttle
service will not only aid student
mobility but also play a huge
role in CPUT’s green strategy, by
offering students an alternative
to travelling to campus with their
cars.
If you agree or disagree please
cast your vote on the CPUT
website at www.cput.ac.za
Voting closes on 31 October
2012.

1 September

3-5 September

5 September

7 September

WTF Conference

Design,
Development and
Research Conference
including inaugural
student conference

French Day at
CPUT

Post Grad Research
Conference

TAILORMADE

But with Jideani harbouring a
passion for underutilised crops,
she grabbed the opportunity
to turn the bambara nut into
something much more than just a
health snack.

Women’s Day
Social pictures
Page 4

Roving
Reporter
Page 6
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CPUT staff members and
students have made the
university proud this year.

They also pulled up their sleeves
to make a positive difference in
local and rural communities.

Many students clinched
top awards in national and
international competitions.

Our lecturers are thinking out of
the box and infusing innovation
in all aspects of their work, while

“One day I began to think of ways
to add more value to this specific

What’s Inside

Witness Gertie Van Staaden, 60,
who walks home with Janine
most days and works as a
cleaner in the CPUT clinic says
she ran into the road to stop a
car for help.

WITNESS: Gertie Van Staaden jumped into
on-coming traffic to help her friend
“The cars were driving past until
they stopped and I saw it was
two of CPUT’s kids. I just want
to tell them how grateful we are
that they stopped and they must
continue on with their studies and
help more people like this every
day,” she says.

VICTIM: Janine Baartman
owes her life to the EMT students

Mishqah says the adrenaline rush
from helping Janine convinced
her the career she chose is the
right one. “It’s like in the moment
I remembered everything I had
been taught,” she says.
“I’m glad we could help.”
The student’s lecturer Nuraan

“I just want to tell
them how grateful
we are that they stopped
and they must continue
on with their studies and
help more people like this
every day”
Janine says she is grateful to
Uzair, Mishqah and Gertie for
helping to save her life.
“Thank you very much for
everything you did to help me,”
she says.

5 June

20 June

26 June

27 June

Blackboard
Training

Conference on
Mechanical,
Manufacturing
and Materials
Engineering

Joint conference
on Science and
Technology for
development in
Africa

Research Writing

Nursery
Affordable
Plants
Page 7

Banyana
Star
Page 8
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SERVICE LEARNING SUCCESS
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Students make their mark on local communities

French Day
Success
Page 3

CPUT students are
changing communities for
the good.

The project aims at developing
a sustainable unit that will allow
communities to produce fish and
vegetable plants.

From building sustainable houses
to making graduation gowns
for learners, students are using
their skills to improve the lives of
thousands of people living in the
Western Cape.

“This year we have seen
more academic staff
opt for a creative way of
changing the curriculum”

And this year, their efforts have
doubled, with the university
experiencing an unprecedented
growth in the number of service
learning projects.
Manager of the Service Learning
Unit, Jacqueline Scheepers
says this year all six faculties
implemented new projects, which
are running alongside existing
ones.

UNIQUE: The patent is made from a locally
grown groundnut.

INVENTIVE: Associate Prof Victoria Jideani has created a
probiotic yoghurt-like beverage

legume that is underutilised,” she
says.

well as rich in protein, fibre and
antioxidants.

Jideani spent two years working
on the project and her tireless
efforts have paid off.

BENEFITS

“Academics must go
beyond teaching and
research, and move into
innovation and the
commercial world”
This natural probiotic beverage
boasts a number of health
benefits for consumers. It is
cholesterol free, low in fat as

It also boasts added probiotics
for maintaining good balance and
composition of intestinal flora.

CPUT’s Innovation expert, Prof
Gary Atkinson-Hope, who heads
up the Technology Transfer Office,
says during the next few months
the office will work closely with
Jideani and focus on preparing
the product for the market.

“The product is suitable for
lactose-intolerant sufferers and
yet acceptable to the general
market”, she says.

This includes registering the
trademark name, “Bambro,”
which will be used to brand the
product.

Jideani’s is currently working on
developing a range of flavours for
her product.

If all goes as planned, Jideani’s
products will hit shop shelves in
2013.

UPCOMING EVENTS
10 October

12 October

16 October

17 October

Work-Integrated
Learning Research
Unit Conference

Desmond Tutu
Peace Lecture

Cuppa for CANSA
(High Tea)

ITS Requisition
Training
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“We moved her into the recovery
position and Mishqah kept asking
her questions so that she could
stay awake,” Uzair explains.

WIN 1 Month
Supply of
Omega Caro-E
Page 5

BY CANDES KEATING AND KWANELE BUTANA

Thanks to her innovative efforts,
CPUT has added another patent
to its already impressive list - a
probiotic yoghurt-like beverage.

The probiotic beverage is
produced from a vegetable milk
product, which Jideani tailormade from bambara, a locally
grown groundnut. Current
probiotic yoghurt products are
manufactured from cow, goat or
soya milk.

Liebenberg says she is very
proud of Uzair and Mishqah.
“They implemented everything
they learned here in class,” she
says.

Cutting-edge
technology
Page 2
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Associate Prof Victoria
Jideani from the Faculty
of Applied Science has
proved that thinking out
of the box pays off.

This latest addition brings the
number of CPUT patents to
12. A researcher in the Food
Technology Department, Jideani’s
probiotic beverage stands out
from the rest that are currently
available on the market.

SUGGESTED ROUTES: The linkages suggested by the proposed CPUT shuttle

HEROES: Uzair Solomon and Mishqah Williams used their emergency medical care knowledge to save a life

UPCOMING EVENTS

Innovative project yields success for CPUT academic

R4 million
funding boost
Page 2
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Affordable
Party Venue
Hire
Page 7
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Consolidation
Progress
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The 18-year-old’s worked as
a team to stabilize the woman
who was slipping in and out of
consciousness.

BY CANDES KEATING

For example, during exam
periods the shuttles’ operating
hours will be extended to ensure
students have access to the
library and study areas until late
at night. During university holiday
periods the shuttle will run a
limited service.

Olympic
Dream
Page 8

Luckily for her Mishqah Williams
and Uzair Solomon drove by
minutes later and stopped to
assist. In a second stroke of
good luck a passing motorist
handed them a first-aid kit which
contained gloves, gauze and
everything else they needed to
treat the patient.

CPUT Bulletin
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Shuttle Service Explained

And to ensure student mobility,
the shuttle will run 7 days a
week, including public holidays.
From Monday through to Friday
the shuttle will run from 6am up
until 10pm while on weekends
students can access the service
from 7am up until 10pm.

The HEQF also makes
provision for three and four year
professional degrees in certain
fields of study.

UPCOMING EVENTS

EDITION 6

Proposed routes include linkages
between residences and their
relative campuses as well as
linking campuses and major
public transport interchanges.

Fraud Fundi
Page 5

qualifications. Those who
complete a three-year diploma
will have to complete another two
years of study before enrolling in
a master’s programme.

Bester says the CPUT community
is enthusiastic about the
possibilities re-curriculation can
bring to the institution.

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2012

With more than 33 000 students
situated at several sites across
the Cape Peninsula, the
proposed shuttle service will
encourage the collaboration
of the different campuses and
faculties and create a landmark
transport system that will
enhance the brand and image of
CPUT.

New Look for Cape
Town Campus
IMPROVED: The building is sporting a
significantly smarter appearance thanks to an
impressive paint job

2012/03/19 10:35 AM

Executive Management
is calling on all staff
members and students to
share their views on the
proposed CPUT Shuttle
Service.

BY CANDES KEATING

CPUT is currently
undertaking a project that
will revolutionise the face
of teaching and learning
at the university.
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Graduation
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The Design Indaba is the premier
gathering of creatives in the
country, as well as internationally,
and FID’s Munira Allie says it is
a confidence booster to see so
many CPUT faces at the event.

9 March

2012/02/20 4:15 PM

What’s Inside

Janine Baartman who works as
a cleaner at UWC was bleeding
from a deep wound on her head
after someone on a passing train
pelted her with a rock while she
walked home along Symphony
Way on May 16.

This was evident at the recent
Design Indaba held at the Cape
Town International Convention
Centre.

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: CPUT students get months
of on-site training.

Hole in one
Page 8
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STUDENT SAVIOURS
Woman pelted with a rock owes them her life

FRONTRUNNER

Having established a firm
foundation in Space Engineering
through F’SATI, the second
Chair will allow the University to
focus on innovate services and
products in this sector. Already
CPUT is a trailblazer in Space
Science, having built Africa’s first
nano-satellite.

MAY/JUNE 2012

They may only be half
way into their first year
but that didn’t stop two
first year Emergency
Medical Technician
students from stopping to
save a life.

Building
Futures
Page 2

CPUT is a frontrunner in the
training of specialized designers
across a spectrum of disciplines
including applied and environment
design, informatics and media
studies.

“Failure is not an
option on the side
of CPUT”

“Failure is not an option on the
side of CPUT,” says Dr Nhlapo.
The Chairs are valid for three
years, but depending on
performance, can be renewed up
to 15 years.

have one year experience in
their pocket by the time they
leave university. They have the
qualifications and the right skills
and this is what employers are
looking for,” she says.

Launch of
Disability Unit and
PetroSA Bursary
Partnership

CPUT Bulletin Feb-2012 REPRO.indd 1
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BY LAUREN KANSLEY

well-rounded graduates who are
sought after in industry.

7 March

Celeb Factor
Page 8
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BY LAUREN KANSLEY AND CANDES KEATING
to set up Chairs in the areas of
Teacher Education and Innovative
Small Satellite Technology and
Applications for Africa.

DISADVANTAGED
The upfront payment increased
to R5000 for residence students
and R3500 for all others this
year. However, the price hike still
makes CPUT one of the cheapest
universities in the country and the
most affordable in the Western
Cape. Ntsababa says the burden
of accepting disadvantaged
students should not fall on
CPUT’s shoulders alone and he
urged other tertiary institutions
to also widen their acceptance
policies and pick up the slack.

Campus News. Informative Views.
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CPUT graduates appreciated in industry

BY CANDES KEATING

BY LAUREN KANSLEY

A much publicized fee
increase has not had
a negative impact on
student enrolments.

APRIL/MAY 2012

Architectural Technology students
are also thinking out of the
box and are exploring building
methods for sustainable houses
in Khayelitsha that relies on
sandbags.
These projects have helped
CPUT to create stronger
partnerships with government

and industry. Recently several
new partners jumped on board
the Adopt a River project, the
brainchild of the Civil Engineering
Department. Based in Makhaza in
Khayelitsha, the project explores
solutions to environmental
problems.

PARTNERSHIPS
“This is the biggest partnership
and it spans across government
departments and various
sectors. This project has a lot of
promise due to its wide range of
stakeholders” says Scheepers.
This initiative also received
a thumbs-up from Deputy

Minister of Water Affairs Rejoice
Mabudafhasi, who visited the
project earlier this year.
Scheepers says they have also
seen social innovation through
various projects. One such
is a programme run by the
Samotololgy Department and
Lentegeur Physciatric Hospital in
Mitchell’s Plain, where students
are teaching patients health and
wellness techniques.

Informative
Choices
Page 2

And to celebrate its success,
the unit showcased its projects
and partnerships at the Service
Learning Mini conference and
Project Exhibition that took place
on the Bellville Campus.

“This year we have seen more
academic staff opt for a creative
way of changing the curriculum,”
says Scheepers.

Building
endurance
Page 5

Fashion
Show
Page 3

A distinctive feature of CPUT, the
projects see the university partner
with communities, government
and other organisations to
address needs in communities.

INNOVATION
Scheepers says this year
they have seen the infusion
of innovation in a number of
projects.
One such is the aquaponics
project, a collaboration between
the Horticulture Department and
several non-profit organisations.

Media
Revolution
Page 6

HELP AT HAND: Service learning students apply theoretical knowledge to real
life situations

UPCOMING EVENTS

Theatre show
discount
Page 7

2012/09/21 10:37 AM

researchers made headline news
by winning prizes and prestigious
research grants. Administrative
staff members have ensured the
smooth running of the institution.
From registration through to
marketing, our staff members

1 November

8 November

27 November

30 November

Long Service
Awards

Teaching and
Learning with
Technology Day

Fashion Show

Annual Research
Day

Thinking out
of the box
Page 4

Making a
difference
Page 3

Winning
streak
Page 8
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have remained steadfast and
committed to the CPUT ideal of
excellence.
A huge thank you to all CPUT
staff members who have
contributed to a successful 2012.

UPCOMING EVENTS
5 December

7 December

11 December

21 December

Technology Station
in Clothing & Textile
Open Day

Staff Party

Research and
Innovation in
Teaching and
Learning Conference

University closes

Innovative
Teaching
Page 5

Sports
Day fun
Page 7
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ENGINEERING

Message from the Dean
What stood out in 2012?
The go-ahead of the funding
support for a new R80million
renewable energy facility at CPUT
from the Department of Higher
Education and Training was a
huge feat for the faculty.
This initiative will see the Skania
site at the Bellville campus be
transformed into a high-tech
centre with modern renewable
energy technology, including
wind, solar and bio-fuels.
Coupled to that, our initiative
on solar water heaters with a
Chinese-based consortium and
several other organisations has
taken shape this year.

We also appointed two assistant
deans this year. Associate Prof
Veruscha Fester is responsible
for Research, Technology,
Innovation and Partnerships,
while Associate Prof Marshall
Sheldon will oversee Operations
and Academic.

What lies ahead for the
faculty during 2013?
Our faculty’s quest is to become
an innovation driver in the region.
There are thus a number of
innovative projects in the pipeline,
with industry and the commercial
sector that will provide our
staff with opportunities for
professional practice, research
and development opportunities.

Dr Nawaz Mahomed
We also hope to start building
work on the new engineering
building aimed at consolidating
Electrical and Chemical
Engineering on the Bellville
campus. This will give a new face
to the Engineering Faculty at the
Bellville campus.

NEED FOR SPEED

The Cape Speed Team
has made their mark on
the international Formula
Student competition.

French Day Success

Judges were blown away by
the team’s innovative design

CHAMPIONS: The CPUT formula one team

GROWING RESEARCH
Out of hundreds of applications, the Engineering Faculty secured a
Research Chair in Small Satellite Research.This is a huge feat for the
faculty, who is already a trailblazer in Space Science. The Research
Chair will focus on innovate services and products in this sector.

Taking Off
MILESTONE:
ZACUBE-01 will
take to space
next year

SHOWCASE: Students demonstrate
a science project related to satellites
at the French Day

From satellite demonstrations
to round table discussions,
CPUT celebrated its
working relationship with
the French in true style.

CPUT has a long relationship with
the French who are collaborating
with the Engineering Faculty on a
number of innovative projects.

After working a full year
on developing a KiteBased Reciprocating Wind
Generator, a team from
the Electrical Engineering
Department, scooped a
top prize at the Xplore New
Automation Competition,
which took place in Germany.

and awarded them second place
in the Environmental Category.
And to top it all off, the team was
the only one from the African
continent who secured a place in
the final round of the competition.
Applause goes out to lecturers
Dr Wilfred Fritz and Deon Kallis,
and students Everett Mthundi,
Solomon Smit, Charlis Iyeli-Eney
and John Shamu.

CPUT is living up to its
reputation of being a
leader in innovation on the
African continent and this
year opened the doors
to the Products Lifecycle
Management Competency
Centre (PLMCC).

CPUT is pushing the boundaries of research and innovation
and the South African government is taking note.

Organised by CPUT and the
French Embassy, the celebrations
formed part of the broader
“French Season in South Africa”.

WINNERS: A group from the
Electrical Engineering Department
scooped a top international prize

Cutting-edge technology

The group of students not
only designed and built a
state-of-the-art formula one
car, but also battled it out on
the race track with students
from around the globe who
participated in the 2012
Formula Student competition
in the United Kingdom.
The group made history by
becoming the first African
university to complete all race
stages at the event.

KITE FLYERS

CPUT made history this
year when it shipped off
Africa’s first nano-satellite
to Russia, where it will be
launched next year.
ZACUBE-01 was designed
and built by students and

staff members at F’SATI. Once
in space it will collect data on
space weather that will be
used for research by the South
African National Space Agency.
The nano-satellite has received
funding, support and a stamp of
approval from the South African
Government.

INNOVATE: A student works on a
design at the PLMCC

This centre is the only of its kind
in Africa and the fifth to be set
up in the world. It specialises in
engineering processes involved in
managing the entire lifecycle of a
product. Headed by French Prof
Stephane Bouye the centre will
roll-out training to students and
staff in 2013.

Top of the class
Engineering researchers
are making their mark in
the academic sector as
well as in industry.

ACHIEVERS:
The novel
Life Under
Water,
authored by
Ken Barris

Applause goes out to the
following achievers:
Prof Oluwole Daniel Makinde
was recognised by the African
Union as one of the continent’s
top scientist while Prof Robert
van Zyl represented the South
African government at the
United Nations/Japan NanoSatellite Symposium in Japan.

released his fifth novel Life Under
Water.

Prof Gary Atkinson-Hope
was selected to sit on the
National Intellectual Property
Management Office Advisory
Board and Language
Coordinator Prof Barris

Lecturer Bernie Millar was voted
as one of the most innovative
teachers by the Council on
Higher Education and the Higher
Education Learning and Teaching
Association of Southern Africa.
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Message from the Dean
How would you sum up
2012?
Busy, great!

PARTY TIME: Students helped design some of the outlandish outfits
that were on show at the Cape Town Carnival

Carnival fever
From marshals to float
pushers, there wasn’t a job
too small for CPUT students
who volunteered at the
Cape Carnival.
Apart from designing many of
the spectacular outfits that were
on show at the Cape Carnival,

Photography and Film and
Video students captured every
moment of the street party.
Carnival organisers thanked
the CPUT students who
formed part of a group of
over 2000 volunteers and
said they delivered a worldclass, moving fashion-fusion
extravaganza.

Trend Watch
The J&B Met presented
a great opportunity for
a group of ten third year
fashion students who
were asked to spot trendy
couples at this year’s
event.

The premier horse racing event
attracts the most fashionable
individuals in the country who
all vie for top honours in the
style stakes. But many were
unaware that a dedicated team
of fashion students worked
diligently in the crowd to spot
the most outstanding outfits of
the day.

Architecture students designed
a playground at the Tygerberg
Hospital’s crèche while
Information Technology students
empowered individuals through
the use of mobile technology.

SERVICE: Students rolled-up their
sleeves to help local communities
through Service Learning projects

What were the highlights
of 2012?

There has been many teaching
workshops aimed at developing
the curricula.

There have been so many!
Most recent is the appointment
of Deputy Vice Chancellor:
Researcher, Technology,
Innovation and Partnerships’ Dr
Chris Nhlapo and Graphic Design
senior lecturer Bruce Snaddon to
the 2014 World Design Council.

The numerous awards won by
students and the large number of
faculty members promotions to
associate Professors and senior
lecturers have also been cause of
great celebration in our faculty.

This is such a proud moment
for CPUT, as we are the only
institution with two members on
the council.

Other highlights include the WTF
conference as well as the Design,
Development and Research
conference that proved very
successful.

Prof Johannes Cronje

What is in the pipeline for
2013?
The year 2013 is set to be a
planning year for Cape Town’s
World Design Capital 2014
programme.

CREATIVE GURUS
CPUT students are excelling
and raking in awards – both
at home and abroad.
Third year Fashion Design
students secured a spot in an
international design competition
in Monte Carlo, while two Fashion
students won themselves a trip

to the UK to attend the London
Fashion Week.
An Interior Design duo developed
an innovative ‘green card’ that
allows members of the public
to earn points for sustainable
choices, while a Surface Design
student clinched a top prize in an

eyewear competition.
Not shying away, Jewellery
Design students scooped
numerous awards including the
most recent prize for a student
collection at the PlatAfrica 2012
Design Competition.

STYLE SISTERS: Khayakazi Njaju
and Zibuyisile Mhlanga were
dressed to impress

Making a difference
Faculty of Informatics and
Design students rolled-up
their sleeves to make a
positive difference in local
communities.

Are there any highlights
specific to faculty
members and students?

Buildings at several
impoverished and rural schools
also got a much-needed
facelift, thanks to innovative
Architecture students. Local
clinics received innovative
flow charts, thanks to Graphic
Design students, while
Public Relations, Journalism
and Photography students
also done their bit to help
communities.

RECOGNITION: Students won top awards at
various competitions

Design think tank
The faculty pulled off two
successful conferences
this year - the second
annual International
Conference on Design
Development and
Research (DDR) and
14th annual WTF media
conference.
The DDR conference spanned
across three days with a
jam packed programme that
consisted of an inaugural
student conference, lectures
and interactive workshops on
an array of topics. The oneday WTF media conference
explored the impact of social
media on society. The events
overwhelming success has
resulted in them becoming
firm features on the faculty’s
calendar.

SMART WRITING
He has written extensively
and been published across a
number of academic journals
but journalism lecturer
Gilbert Motsaathebe’s latest
book is probably his most
unusual of all. Basadi, Iwa
reng? is written in seTswana.
The book was launched at the
Grahamstown Arts Festival last
year and has been adopted

as a setwork book in the North
West province and in sections of
Botswana.

WRITE STUFF:
Academic
Gilbert
Motsaathebe
with his novel

Cape Town’s World Design Capital 2014
CPUT staff members have
once again been noted for
their impact on the world
of design with two of its
members being chosen for
Cape Town’s World Design
Capital 2014 (WDC2014)
board.
Dr Chris Nhlapo - Deputy
Vice-Chancellor, Research,

Technology, Innovation and
Partnerships and Bruce Snaddon
- Chairman of the Cape Town
Design Network and Senior
Graphic Design lecturer were
announced as members of the
board.
CPUT is the only organization
that has two individuals selected
from amongst the 103 nominees
for the board.
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Message from the Dean
How would you sum up
2012?

What are some of the
2012 highlights?

As a faculty we had decided to
be very student-focused, and
have concentrated our initiatives
around this aspect.

There were various highlights
this year that included the
faculty being accredited to offer
Optometry as a four-year degree
programme.

This year was no different; we
are proud to see our graduating
students making positive
contributions to society and
doing well as service providers in
the work place.
Strategic relationship building
with private and public entities
has grown from strength-to
strength resulting in a continuous
and interactive engagement with
them, identifying new needs
and integrating our findings into
the overall mission and function
of our education and training
mandate.

Another highlight is the signing
of a multi-lateral agreement with
the Provincial Department of
Health that will allow our students
great access to a clinical training
platform.
Many faculty members were
invited by institutions locally
and abroad who are interested
in our courses, and relied on
us to assist them in developing
their programmes. This solidifies
the fact that the courses in the
faculty are being recognised
internationally as being of the
highest standards.

INFORMATIVE: Large numbers of
learners attended the Nursing Open Day
Prof Dhiro Gihwala

What is in the pipeline for
2013?
Offering a variety of learning
experiences for our students is
our priority. Hopefully the year will
see growth in the development
of our physical training facilities
complemented by the accusation
of state-of-the-art training
equipment.

Building Endurance
The annual 3Peaks
experience is preparing
Emergency Medical Science
(EMS) students for the
challenging situations they
will encounter during their
professional practice in the
rescue industry.
This year lecturers devised a
number of tough exercises for
the first year class. The 48-hour
simulation exercise started at
3am with a hostage drama on the
Bellville campus.
Students had to identify and
rescue hostages. They also
conducted a surf rescue at
Strand Beach and a wilderness
search and rescue exercise at Sir
Lowry’s Pass.

REAL LIFE: First year EMS students conduct a simulated surf rescue
at Strand Beach during the 3Peaks experience

GROUNDBREAKING STUDY
Researchers from
CPUT’s Obesity and
Chronic Disease of
Lifestyle Research Unit
launched a landmark
medical study that will
revolutionize the health
sector.
The study explores reference
ranges, which are sets of
values used by health care
professionals to interpret
medical test results from blood
samples.

Current reference ranges
have been derived from nonlocal populations, whose
characteristics are very different
from those living on the African
continent.
The study is a first of its kind
and will aim to establish
reference ranges or normal
values that are based on the
local population.
CPUT will collaborate with the
University of Stellenbosch and
Pathcare.

TRAILBLAZERS: The Obesity and
Chronic Disease of Lifestyle Research
Unit launched a landmark medical
study on reference ranges

Nursing Open Day
The first Nursing Open
Day was a phenomenal
success thanks to
dedicated staff and a huge
marketing drive.
Bus loads of schools arrived
at the Western Cape College

of Nursing’s Athlone campus
where staff had set up informative
stalls explaining various niche
areas. The campus also offers a
variety of added extras like well
maintained residences, high level
security and the best nursing
library in the entire Western Cape.

STUDENT HEROES
SAVIOURS:
Uzair Solomon
and Mishqah
Williams
used their
emergency
medical care
knowledge to
save a life

Two first-year Emergency
Medical Care students
made headline news after
saving a life.

Luckily for her Mishqah Williams
and Uzair Solomon drove by
minutes later and stopped to
assist.

Janine Baartman who works
as a cleaner at UWC was
bleeding from a deep wound
on her head after someone on
a passing train pelted her with
a rock while she walked home
along Symphony Way.

The 18-year-olds worked as a
team to stabilize the woman
who was slipping in and out of
consciousness. Mishqah says
the adrenaline rush from helping
Baartman convinced her that the
career she chose is the right one.

Perfect Vision
LEADER:
The Optical
Department will
be one of four
universities in
the country to
offer the fouryear degree
programme

A great achievement for
the Faculty of Health and
Wellness Sciences is the
recent accreditation of
its Optometry four-year
degree programme.
CPUT will be one of four
universities in the country that
will offer this programme and

the only in the Western Cape.
Accredited by the Health
Professions Council of South
Africa, the Optical Dispensing
Department provides students
with real-world practice that
sees graduates being snatched
up by industry, both locally and
internationally.
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Sweet Money Message from the Dean
What were some of the
2012 highlights?

IINFASTRUCTURE: CPUT is set to build
a Chocolate and Confectionary Centre
of Excellence

Staff members at the Food
Technology Department and
Agrifood Technology Station
are always thinking out-ofthe-box.
These staffers recently secured
R5m from the Department of
Trade and Industry to build a
Chocolate and Confectionary

The hosting of the International
Joint Conference on Technology
Innovation in Africa was one of
the highlights of the year. The
successful conference was jointly
organized by CPUT, University
of Ilorin, Nigeria and Bondo
University College, Kenya.

Centre of Excellence at the
existing Bellville based facility.
The centre will have many
functions of which the core will
be to train students, staff and
industry in the area of product
development.
The centre will be the only of
its kind at a university in Africa.

Beauty for good
CHEMISTRY:
Some of the
products
produced by
CPUT and the
Elgin Learning
Foundation

The Chemistry Department
used their expertise to
not only produce a line of
chemical free beauty products,
but to improve the lives of
impoverished families living in
Grabouw.
Together with the Elgin Learning
Foundation, the department

created a line of environmental
beauty products that ranged
from lip balms to hand creams.
They then trained community
members in Grabouw to
manufacture the products,
which are now being sold to the
hospitality industry. Proceeds of
all sales will be used to support
the impoverished community.

Four of our staff members
obtained their doctorates and
we graduated several doctoral
and master’s students. We have
been able to expand the number
of staff members involved in
research and our academic profile
has improved tremendously, both
as a result of strategic recruitment
and the staff development
programme of the faculty.
We now have close to 50 staff
members with doctoral degrees.
The Doctoral Degree in Food

Second-year Biotechnology
students created models of
DNA processes to show their
understanding of science
processes, while first-year Nature
Conservation and Oceanography
students cleaned up the beach at
the Helderberg Marine Protected
Area.
Landscape Technology students
put their skills into practice and
created a 45meter long photo

Thanks to the Mathematics
and Physics Department,
the Golden Arrow Bus
Services (GABS) now has a
better understanding of their
customer’s expectations.

Hard work and hours of
writing up their research
findings, paid off for staffers
who graduated with master’s
and PhD degrees.

The largest carrier of road
passengers in the Cape Town
Metropole, GABS enlisted the

What plans does the
faculty have for the 2013
academic year?
The re-curriculation exercise will
continue with a view to meeting
all the HEQC deadlines for
submissions. We will apply for a
Doctoral degree in Conservation
and Biodiversity and strengthen
all the faculty research niche
areas and give adequate support
to all researchers.

Prof Olalekan Fatoki
We will focus on the faculty
consolidation exercise with a view
to completing the exercise as
soon as possible.
Attention shall be paid to the
different academic support
programmes in the faculty
including the ECP, tutorial
systems and e-learning
techniques to improve the
success rate of students.

In the Applied Science
Faculty, lecturers pulled out
all the stops to make sure
students participated in a
range of innovative teaching
and learning activities.

Back To School

And the result – a 65 page
Customer Satisfaction Survey.
GABS commended CPUT
staffers and students for their
hard work.

We are developing new faculty
research niche areas in Plant
Technology and Separation
Technology. It is clear that as far
as research is concerned, the
faculty is on the right track.

Innovative teaching and learning

Math Experts
help of CPUT to conduct a
survey that focused on their
customer’s experiences and
expectations.

Technology was provisional
approved by the Council on
Higher Education and we
submitted a similar application for
the Horticulture programme.

LEARNING: Students participated in a
range of innovative learning activities
collage, featuring a detailed
analysis of a 7km zigzag route
through the City Bowl while thirdyear Chemistry students’ showoff their research projects at the
annual Science Idol competition.

The numbers of staff with PhD
qualifications in the faculty are now
close to 50. Well done to all staffers
who improved their qualifications.

RESEARCH PAYS OFF
Thanks to the innovative
efforts of researchers in the
Faculty of Applied Science,
CPUT added another patent
to its already impressive list
and manufactured its first
product.

COLLABORATION: A delegation from GABS and CPUT

After two-years of hard work,

Associate Prof Victoria Jideani
filed a probiotic yoghurtlike beverage patent that is
cholesterol free, low in fat as
well as rich in protein, fibre and
antioxidants.

Her colleagues in the Functional
Foods Unit, Prof Spinney Benade

and Dr Maretha Opperman, who
filed patents in 2011, officially
launched their product earlier this
year - Omega Caro-E.

Sold in a tablet form, it lowers the
risk of chronic ailments like heart
disease, arthritis and cancer.
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Message from the Dean JET SETTERS
How would you describe
2012 in one word?
Outstanding

What were some of the
highlights in 2012?
The faculty has achieved
outstanding results in 2012
with the award by Wholesale
and Retail SETA to host a
research chair to the value of
R11m for 3 years; a momentous
achievement. Congratulations
to Petrus Venter and his team
in the Department of Retail and
Business Management where this
chair will be hosted.
The faculty celebrated when
one of its own staff received a
National Research Foundation C3
rating. We produced five PhD/DTech graduates this year alone,
including one in the Accounting
Sciences, unprecedented for
CPUT. She is the first PhD
student in Accounting graduating
in the Faculty of Business.

In our commitment to deliver
on two other mandates of our
university, we inaugurated the
first conferences on Teaching and
Learning in April and Community
Engagement in November.

With regards to staff and
students, what are you
most proud of this year?
We care for students. We
have established a StudentManagement Forum where
student concerns are addressed.
I am proud that our staff realizes
that I have created an opportunity
for each and every one of them
to grow, be recognized and
respected in the Faculty in his or
her community of discipline.

What are your plans for
the faculty in 2013?
We will focus more on improving
our throughput rates in particular
at the post-graduate levels. We
will be re-designing our post-

TRAILBLAZERS: Researchers at the
Centre for Tourism Research in Africa

Associate Professor
Mzikayise Binza
graduate programmes to ensure
that by 2014 they are offered on
a block release mode rather than
the current part-time mode.

Researchers at the Centre where they embarked on a
for Tourism Research in
groundbreaking study that exAfrica are taking their work plores the safety of tourists and
to the next level.

The block release mode will
improve the success rate as well
as the viability of the programme
in line with the vision of the faculty
which is to be a leading provider
of business education in Africa
and beyond.

The group led by Associate
Prof Kamilla Swart travelled
to the London 2012 Olympics

We want to improve our research
output by 20% per year as from
2013.

MASTER CHEFS

locals during the Olympic Games.
The results of the study are
expected to be released soon.

Homework Gurus
Accounting students used
their spare time to help
Grade 10 learners at the
Sinenjongo High School
in Milnerton brush up
on their accounting and
economics skills.

The Khula Sonke Tutorial
Programme was conceptualised
early this year and formed part
of the department’s Community
Engagement programme. The
programme will run next year and
aims to help many more students
with their schoolwork.

SOCIAL: The
guest at the
Table of Unit
event

Celebrity chefs at the Good
Food and Wine Show had
one special ingredient to
guarantee them successCPUT Hotel School
students.
The event relied on students for
front of house and the preparation

work for big names such as
Cake Boss Buddy Valastro, Reza
Mahammad - The Spice Prince of
India and Masterchef USA winner
Whitney Miller.
Students also brushed shoulders
with politicians and local
celebrities when they cooked

up a storm at the Table of Unity
event.
Students were also pitted
against their counterparts from
other schools in a cook-off
competition - Reach for Young
Stars Competition hosted at the
One&Only.

Enhance Your Credentials
When it comes to
calculating homeowners’
monthly rates or
manufacturing products,
then companies across the
globe are relying on SAP
software systems.

And to make sure our students
are properly skilled, the Business
Faculty together with the
international organisation SAP

University Alliance rolled out the
TERP10 course. This course
trains participants on how to
use these specialised business
software systems.

With CPUT being the only
institution in Africa offering this
training, the coordinators of the
course recently held a successful
Open Day across campuses to
raise awareness.

A first for the faculty, the
workshop aimed at providing
a platform to address the
perceptions of staff around
transformation at CPUT. The
committee has a multi-pronged
approach, aiming to engage

Food For Good
A group of first-year
Office Management and
Technology students
made history when they
raised R10 000 towards
the department’s annual
fundraising campaign.
Dubbed “Food-4-Thought”
the group cashed in on the
sale of fast foods.

SKILLS: Lecturers and industry
representatives at the SAP Open Day

UNPACKING TRANSFORMATION

The Faculty of Business
held a two-day
Transformation Workshop
for staff members, which
was organised by the
faculty’s Transformation
Committee.

HELP: Accounting students who participated in the community outreach
were awarded certificates

both students and staff. They
are currently piloting a Diversity
Module in the Office and
Management Department this
semester, and if all goes to plan,
it may be adopted next year into
the curriculum.

The event raised a total of
R55 600, which was donated
to the Red Cross Children’s
Hospital Trust.

DONATION: Ronnis Daniels from the
Red Cross Children’s Hospital Trust
and the Food-4-Thought team

Help at hand

Business Faculty staff members are doing their bit to help needy
communities. As part of the Mandela Day initiative, staff members
rallied together and collected food and clothing, which they
donated to The Haven Night Shelter for homeless. The shelter is
located in close proximity to the university’s Cape Town campus
and houses close to 100 homeless.
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Research Feat Message from the Dean
What were some of the
highlights for 2012?

The Education Faculty was
awarded the much coveted
Research Chair in Teacher
Education.
The research chair will explore
how teacher education can
contribute to quality schooling in
South Africa.
It’s also expected to drastically
increase the number of research
outputs such as journal articles
and books.

MILESTONE: The faculty is set to
spearhead research in teacher
education after clinching a
Research Chair

Literacy Driver

The faculty was awarded a
Research Chair in Teacher
Education. The second phase of
submitting the proposal has been
completed, and now the faculty
is awaiting the results. Secondly,
R45m was allocated as Fundza
Lushaka bursaries to students in
the faculty to enable academically
deserving students to be trained
as teachers. Thirdly, all university
structures approved the proposal
to offer a Grade R Diploma in
Education
Fourthly, the Higher Diploma in
Higher Education and Training
was offered to Further Education
and Training (FET) College
lecturers for the first time and is
funded by SETA. Lastly, Service
Learning in Accounting saw

CPUT FET Accounting Education
students, under lecturer Dos
Reis, offer accounting classes
to Thandokhulu High School
students on Saturdays.

What are your plans for
the faculty in 2013?
I plan to finalise the
standardisation of curriculum
implementation across all faculty
campuses and integrate all
staff members across the three
campuses.
I also want to see all students
across the campuses sharing the
same faculty vision and mission,
coupled with dedicated teaching
towards producing ideal graduate
attributes.
Also on my agenda is the
consolidation of the FET

Benefit Concert
DANCEFLOOR:
Education
students
mesmerized
the audience
with their
dance routines

READ: Prof Janet Condy is doing her bit to help schools across the world
Education lecturer, Associate
Prof Janet Condy, travelled to
Bangladesh to spread the word
on child-centered teaching
approaches.
Condy spent several weeks
there as an International Reading

Association volunteer.
She trained 20 teacher
inspectors on teaching
methods that will improve
the literacy rates of learners
as well as the importance of
developing suitable learning
materials.

The Faculty of Education
went all out during its
Student Benefit Concert,
aimed at raising funds for its
Student Emergency Fund.
The array of talent displayed by
Education students kept the

Learners from rural
Western Cape schools
brushed shoulders with
a TV celebrity and a
top sportsman at the
Wellington Campus.

Thanks to the Center for
Multigrade Education, more than
180 learners participated in a
fun-filled sports day, which was
attended by former Springbok
player, Breyton Paulse and
Pasella presenter, Dieter Voigt.

The programme was developed
by Education lecturer, Sanet Cox
and three of her colleagues. The
programme is compulsory for
first-year students, who have
to attend two lessons a week

that focus on various reading
strategies.
Implemented in January, the
programme is already bearing
fruit. In January students
were reading 161 words per
minutes (wpm). By June, tests
results showed a remarkable
improvement, with students
reaching reading speeds of up
to 292wpm.

Over and above, I intend to fullyequip the Mowbray Campus for
effective and efficient teaching
and learning.

School
in a box

The proceeds from the concert
will be used to assist students
who are battling to cover
their daily living costs such as
travelling fares to university.

Impressive Reading
Literacy levels of Education
students have drastically
improved, thanks to the
roll-out of the Leesnet
programme.

programmes on Bellville and
Mowbray campuses as well as
the alignment of all our education
programmes with the minimum
requirements for Teacher
Educators.

400-strong crowd entertained
throughout the event.

SPORTS DAY FUN

SUPPORT:
Lecturer
Sanet Cox is
spearheading
the Leesnet
Programme

Prof Thobeka Mda

CELEBRITY: Pasella presenter Dieter Voigt races with learners

HI-TECH: The School in
a Box kit

Thanks to the Centre
for Multigrade
Education and the
Institute of Art, Design
and Technology, three
impoverished rural
multigrade schools
received cases which
each contain an
iPad, data projector,
speakers, cabling, a
battery and fold-up
solar panel.
The roll-out of the cases,
affectionately known
as School in a Box, is
a pilot project aimed at
introducing technology into
rural schools.
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STUDENT AFFAIRS

Student Affairs triumphs HIV-free generation
The departments and units
in the Directorate of Student
Affairs and Services have
had a busy year - filling staff
vacancies and introducing
new programmes in
their pursuit of student
development and wellness.
During the course of the year,
CPUT’s Dean of Students
Cora Motale welcomed the
appointment of two heads of
department and an executive
secretary.
Among the long list of highlights,
Motale says CPUT was
congratulated for its Institutional
Quality Improvement Plan by the
Council on Higher Education.
Motale says the value-based
Student Leadership Academy,

which was run by the head of the
Department of Student Affairs,
was well-received.
Furthermore, the Department
of Student Counselling has also
overcome its promotion and
marketing challenges, by using
different types of interactive
media, including social media,
to ensure that information about
the services it renders reaches a
wider student population.
The HIV/ Aids Unit hosted a
major collaborative Awareness
Campaign, dubbed “the Mother
of All HIV/AIDS Unit’s Awareness
Campaigns”, which saw
more than 1 500 contestants
participate in auditions for the
Intersexions television drama
series.

LEADER: CPUT’s Dean of
Students Cora Motale
Motale says 2013 will be a
busy year. Some of the plans
include the introduction of
Accommodation Models for
differentiated pricing in terms of
student residence, a meaningful
review of the SRC Constitution
and the enhancement of student
leaders programmes.

Piercing forward with
its commitment to an
HIV-free generation, the
HIV/Aids Unit was busy
throughout the year,
hosting guests from
local and international
universities and a
very successful HIV/
Aids Policy Framework
and Monitoring and
Evaluation Workshop
for universities in the
Western Cape.
The unit is also collaborating
with the Malmesbury Prison
on a number of awareness
campaigns.

LEADER: HIV/Aids Unit head,
Associate Prof Ashraf Mohammed

Disability Awareness

WINNING STREAK
CPUT students are on a
winning streak and have
made the university proud!

The Rugby team clinched the top
spot in the Boland Rugby league,
while cyclist Charles Keey took
first place in the university cycle
tournament. Jay New and Chere
Daniels won several awards for
fencing, while the Cats Basketball
team dominated their league.
But it was Genenieve Lentz who
made history this year. The BTech
Public Relations student umpired
table tennis events at the London
Olympic Games.

HELP: Students painted steps to aid visually impaired students
as part of a Disability Awareness Campaign

The Disability Unit had
an exciting year, with
highlights including the
unit hosting the Deputy
Minister for Women,
Children and Persons

MILESTONE: Genenieve Lentz
participated in the London
Olympic Games

Wellington Campus Fun

This publication is produced by
the Communications Office of
the Cape Peninsula University of
Technology.
If your department does not
receive copies of the CPUT
Bulletin, please inform us by
sending a request to
news@cput.co.za
The Communications Office
strives to deliver accurate
reporting and interesting stories,
but cannot take responsibility for
inaccurate information supplied
to us by your department. We
hope you enjoy the read and look
forward to seeing stories from
your department next month.

Their efforts and dedication
to the choir saw them clinch
an Arts and Culture Award
during the inaugural Excellence
Awards organised by the
Department of Student Affairs.

Excellence Awards

GET SET: Students get into position at
the starting line for the trolley race

The Wellington Campus
has been buzzing
throughout 2012.

The unit has a number of exciting
events lined up for 2013.

Songbirds
The CPUT Student
Choir once again put up
sterling performances
at a number of interuniversity competitions.
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with Disability, Hendrietta
Bogopane-Zulu to rolling out
awareness campaigns.

activities aimed at building
student spirit and relationships.

Other events included gala
dinners,
Mr and Mrs Carnival,
From quarter-mile trolley races
music
shows
and a range of
to gala dinners and building
fund-raising
projects
to benefit
parade floats, students
the
community.
participated in a range of

CPUT stars shone during
the inaugural Excellence
Awards that was hosted
by the Department of
Student Affairs.
The Wellington Campus
walked away with the Student
Representative Council of the
Year award, while the Student

Choir won the Arts and Culture
Award.
Other winners of the evening
were: Sports Club of the Year Bellville Netball team; Academic
Award – Sarelle Lourens; Social
Development and Environmental
Award – Cape Town Campus
Green Team and Marna Louise
Rorich, who scooped the Head of
Department Excellence Award.

